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President’s Message

As we move into the 
Fall, summer vacations are 
behind us, our focus turns 
to football, hockey and 
the World Series, and our 
workdays are beginning to 
return to normal.  Part of 
that normalcy is the start 
of CaSA ISPE’s annual cal-
endar that begins in August 
and includes the Annual 
Planning Meeting that was 
held at Prestonwood Coun-
try Club on August 23.  For 
those of you that did not 

attend, you missed a great presentation from Jane Brown 
on the new direction ISPE will be taking in the future. 
Jane explained that Tampa will be working more closely 
with individual chapters and affiliates trying to support 
our local efforts and help our chapters build a stronger 
local membership.  The Annual Planning Meeting is also 
the best time to get connected with fellow members and 
volunteer to work with a committee of your choice.  It 
is not too late for you to contact a committee chair and 
team up with them to help with this year’s work.

Our first social event and most popular family outing, 
a trip to the Durham Bulls game, was held on August 26th. 
The evening was a great event, but unfortunately the 
weather did not look very promising.  As I left Cary for the 
trip to the ballpark, I watched Cary disappear into a wall 
of water in my rearview mirror.  Although it was pouring 
rain in Raleigh and Cary, it did not rain in Durham until 
late in the game, and then it was just a short shower that 
blew over quickly. What a great time for families to come 
out and enjoy an evening of summer fun. We hope to see 
you next year at the ballpark!

Mark your calendars for the Annual CaSA Gala on Oc-
tober 27th  that will be held at the prestigious Capital City 
Club in downtown Raleigh.  Come and enjoy a fabulous 
dining experience from the top floor of one of Raleigh’s 
tallest buildings.  Not only will you enjoy a terrific dinner, 
but our Program committee has arranged great speakers 
whom will share invaluable information.  Do not miss this 
excellent opportunity to enjoy a more formal setting than 
the rest of our meetings throughout the year.

 In closing, as the Fall season moves into the holiday 
season, we will be getting ready for the 2011 Annual 
Meeting of ISPE which begins on November 6th and con-
cludes on the 9th in Grapevine, Texas.  This year’s confer-
ence is centered on “Global GMP Solutions” and will offer 
a myriad of speakers from around the globe and repre-
sent all facets of research and production.  Hopefully you 
can join the other members of our Chapter as we travel 
to the Gaylord Texan Hotel Complex to meet with ISPE 
members from all over the world.  Remember, early bird 
registration ends October 10th.  We hope to see you there 
and at our other ISPE events in the next several months!

       David Brande
Chapter President

David Brande

Officers
• David Brande, President 
• Jennifer Lauria Clark, Vice President 
• Matt Gilson, Treasurer 
• Heather Denny, Secretary

Committee Chairs
• Wendy Haines, Communications
• Nancy Padgett, Membership 
• Amy Lineberry, Programs 
• LeAnna Pearson, Students 
• Bruce Craven, Technology Show
• Blake Derrick, Young Professionals 

Directors
• Eric Mayer
• David Smith
• Patrick Buckner
• David Knorr
• Lisa Kerner
• Andy Ferrell

2011-2012 Board of Directors
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Chapter Event Highlights
Earth Shattering News Revealed at the Annual CaSA  
Planning Meeting
By Wendy Haines, CaSA Communications Committee Chair

It was not just the presentation of the New Strategic 
Plan for ISPE that was “earth shattering,” we all experi-
enced an earthquake and saw the Prestonwood Ballroom 
chandeliers sway.  What a momentous way to initiate the 
2011-2012 CaSA ISPE Board!  

David Brande, CaSA Chapter President, started the 
meeting with an overview of ISPE. This was followed by 
the introduction of all CaSA Committee Chairs and each 
chair provided a brief synopsis of what their committee 
do and ways CaSA volunteers could serve on their com-
mittee.  Please join with me in welcoming and congratu-
lating the following CaSA Committee Chairs: 

Communications: Wendy Haines
Membership: Nancy Padgett
Programs: Amy Lineberry
Students: LeAnna Pearson
Technology Show: Bruce Craven
Young Professionals: Blake Derrick

(continued next page)

Following the Committee Chairs, Jane Brown, Past 
President of CaSA and past Chair of the ISPE Board of 
Directors, presented the “ISPE 2012 New Strategic Plan.”  
Below is an excerpt from the plan describing ISPE’s five 
key areas of focus:

1. Optimizing current manufacturing operations
2. Developing next generation manufacturing
3. Product supply networks
4. Enterprise risk management
5. Practical solutions to regulatory requirements

Jane served on the committee to develop the strate-
gic plan for ISPE and was well equipped to field questions 
from CaSA members. For a more in-depth view of the 
ISPE Strategic Plan, a copy can be found at: www.ispe.org 

The meeting was concluded by a networking recep-
tion.  If you are interested in adding more value to your 
ISPE membership, join a committee and be involved in 
the decision making process for the CaSA ISPE Chapter.  

David Brande, CaSA Chapter President

Jane Brown, Past President of CaSA and past Chair of the ISPE Board of 
Directors
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CaSA Committees and New Members

Programs Committee

Chair: Amy Lineberry 
amylineberry@speclineconsulting.com

Members:
David Knorr
David Smith
Marianne Lorenc
Steve Baker
David Yaffe
Jennifer Parks
Martin Rock
Patrick Buckner
George Lane
Sydney Seymour
Kevin White

Technology Show Committee

Chair: Bruce Craven
bcraven@manganinc.com

Facility Co-Chairs:
Eric Mayer and Mike Putnam 

HR & Career Fair Co-Chair:
Karin Cleary 

Marketing Co-Chairs:
Wes Robbins and Lisa Kerner 

Programs Co-Chairs: 
Clay Schaeffer and Billy Morris

Communications Committee

Chair: Wendy Haines
whaines@ils-inc.com

Co-Chair: Mike Kriston
Mkriston@mcdonaldyork.com

Members:
Brian Belvin
Diane Darlington
Matthew Denny
Rob Hughes
Stephen Rose
Jeff Smith
Rich Stanfield
Michelle St. Peter
Brian Swafford
John Vaughn

Membership Committee

Chair: Nancy Padget
nancy@bjac.com

Members:
Bruce Craven
Casey Hinson
Cathy Middelberg
Donald Fraser
Heather Denny
Jamal Ahmed
Jane Brown
Jennifer Parks
Jim McGlade
John Stolarik
Lisa Kerner
Mike Kriston
Roy Snipes
Sheri Davis
TK Miller
Jerry Paciorek

Young Professionals Committee

Chair: Blake Derrick
blake_derrick@kellyscientific.com

Members:
Pavun Patel
Amy Lineberry
Remil Aguda
Jennifer Parks
Jon Doyle
Dacie Edwards

David Yaffe
Cell: 919.696.3721
David.Yaffe@CAgents.com

VALIDATION

COMMISSIONING

QUALITY & COMPLIANCE

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

SPECIALIZING IN SOLUTIONS
LOCALLY AND WORLDWIDE

Local Contacts:
John Hannon
Cell: 336.558.6025
John.Hannon@CAgents.com

WWW.COMMISSIONINGAGENTS.COM
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CaSA Committees and New Members
Welcome New CaSA ISPE Members
New members who joined  
June 1, 2011–September 19, 2011

Timothy J. Armstrong
Jessica Brantley
Daman Chadha
 Rocky A. Crowe
Matt J. Cunningham
Brad L. Davis
Larry B. Ferrell
Brian J. Gensch
 Pierre Eric Gingue
Ira S. Goldfarb
Shane Graham
Jason M. Grai
Erin L. Hankins
Melissa Hernandez
Scott A. Howard
Will Hughes
Stacy L. Ingram
Reggie Jackson
Valan A. Joseph
Sandeep Kalelkar
Juliet B. Kallon
John Ku
Jonathan E. Lane
Patricia Lewis
Marquita Lilly
Sandra Mackie
Kwame S. Mbalia
Stephen M. McManus
Ron McNutt
Joshua J. Michalik
Chiemeka A. Nwangwa
William J. Parris
Mark S. Pennell
Jennai M. Pettis
Matthew Pickering
Michael R. Porter
Katie L. Quigley
Paul Reynolds
Michael E. Richardson
Mitchell D. Rivenbark
Michael E. Smith
Timothy P. Stuller
Whitney B. Thomas
Rachel W. Thompson
John C. Tredway
John Vaughn
Ryan G. Wheeler
Kennis E. Wilson
Roy Winters

Your challenges today
are not what they were yesterday

and will not be the same tomorrow.

We Listen. We Deliver... more flexibility.

Consulting 
Design 

ConstruCtion 
Commissioning 
QualifiCation

If you’re ready to be heard, CRB is ready to listen.
John Marr
919.334.7048
www.crbusa.com
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Chapter Event Highlights
Durham Bulls Outing
By Nancy Padget, Membership Committee Chair

(continued next page)

The ISPE CASA 
Chapter’s annual sum-
mer event, the Durham 
Bulls Baseball game on 
August 26th against the 
Charlotte Nights, was 
a great success.  Even 
though 165 tickets 
were purchased, rain 
showers kept some of 
our group away and 
the game got called 
early in the 4th inning.  
However, it was a suc-

cess because everyone who attended had a great time 
with CaSA ISPE friends and their families.  

We shared the park that night with hundreds of Girl 
Scouts who planned to camp-out on the field after the 
game/Fireworks Display and Yogi Bear made his first 
appearance at the Durham Bulls Athletic Park.  Unfortu-
nately, the weather prevented the Scouts from Camping 
and sent Yogi back into hiding, but I am sure that both 
will come back.  

Visiting a wonderful ballpark, eating a few hot dogs 
and talking with your ISPE associates while watching a 
great baseball team – you just can’t beat it!  Special 
“Thanks” to TK Miller with Bray for organizing the event.  
Great job as usual, TK!  

 

To those of you who missed it… you MISSED it!  It 
was a great time to network and enjoy the CaSA ISPE 
association and we hope to see you next year, when we 
do it again.  To everyone who made it out and enjoyed a 
joyous few hours together – Thank You!  Same Place Same 
Time next August?!?

The Membership Committee will be sending out a 
quick survey to ask for your ideas on how to improve 
this event next year and what other CaSA ISPE Events 
you would like to participate in for the coming months.  
Please respond to the survey- your opinion is appreciated 
and encouraged.  
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Chapter Event Highlights
(continued from previous page)

4819 Emperor Boulevard, Suite 400 • Durham, NC 27703
Toll-Free (888) 242-0559 • Office (919) 321-0369

www.propharmagroup.com

COMPLIANCE SERVICES VALIDATION

AUTOMATION PROGRAM/PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
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CaSA Student Section
Student Chapter List and Upcoming Student Events  
By LeAnna Pearson, Student Committee Chair

Upcoming Student Events

Resume Workshop
 
October 22, 2011 from  
10:00 AM–2:00 PM at BTEC at  
NC State University

Career Day
 
November 10, 2011 from  
10:30 AM–12:45 PM at  
Middle Creek High School, Apex, NC

Look for a list of new student officers in the 
December newsletter!

Local Student Chapters

   Campbell University

   East Carolina University

   East Tennessee State

   Meredith College

   North Carolina A&T

   North Carolina  
   Central University

   North Carolina  
   State University

   University of 
   North Carolina
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CaSA Young Professionals

We put                    to work for our 
Life Sciences clients.

Learn more at www.mcdonaldyork.com 
Contact: Mike Kriston, LEED®AP
McDonald York Building Company
801 Oberlin Road, Suite 235
Raleigh, NC 27605
(919) 832-3770

Follow us:

Young Professional Update  
By Blake Derrick, YP Committee Chair and Remil Aguda, YP Committee Member

The ISPE-CASA Young Professionals group would like 
to invite you to our next educational event scheduled 
on Thursday, October 6, 2011.  The speaker, David Abbe, 
Director of Engineering at the GlaxoSmithKline facility in 
Zebulon, North Carolina will give a presentation on lead-
ership.  The event will begin at 5:30pm at the NCSU-BTEC 
auditorium on Centennial Campus. The evening will be a 
great opportunity for both Young Professionals and Profes-
sional members alike to hear from a seasoned industry 
professional on this important topic.  While we may gain 
excellent technical skills through academic and on-the-
job training, management tools and leadership skills 
are essential for your growth and development in your 
career.  If you are an entry level scientist or engineer, or 
even new to handling a role that requires management of 
people, time and material resources - this talk is for you. 
As always, it will provide a venue to network with fellow 
industry professionals in the area.  Food will be catered 
by Jason’s Deli.  

To register for this event, please go to http://casale-
adership.eventbrite.com on or before October 4th.  Also, 
we would greatly appreciate any feedback or suggestions 
for events that would be of mutual benefit to the local 
ISPE community.  Feel free to contact the Young Profes-
sionals at casayoungprofessionals@gmail.com

Your Best Source for 
Measurement, Control & 

Filtration Products
Fluid Flow Products, Inc.

2108 Crown View Drive
Charlotte, NC 28227

Tel:  800.222.2229
Fax:  866.490.4464

Web:  www.fluidflow.com
Email:  sales@fluidflow.com

Leadership Seminar
Thursday, October 6, 2011 

at 5:30 PM (ET)

NCSU BTEC
850 Oval Drive

Raleigh, NC 27606

5:30 pm Box Dinners by Jason’s Deli/  
  Networking

6:30 pm  SPEAKER: David Abbe  
  Dir. of Engineering at    
  GlaxoSmithKline

PREREGISTRATION REQUIRED  
by Tuesday, 10/4

REGISTER AT: 
http://casaleadership.eventbrite.com/

http://casaleadership.eventbrite.com
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Featured CaSA Event

(continued next page)

Join ISPE-CASA at the Capital City Club on Thursday, October 27th 
for networking, presentations and dinner!

The 5th Annual Fall Gala will be held at the Capital City Club 
on the 21st floor of the Progress Energy Building in Downtown 
Raleigh.  

 

Doors open at 5:30pm and our first speaker will begin at 6:00pm. 
Be sure to arrive early to use your two drink tickets!  

Note: All Fall Gala attendees will have the option of attending a 
FREE tour of Merck on Friday, October 28th. Please indicate your 
choice when you register. 

 

Register by October 21st
Members: $90

Non-Members: $125
Young Professionals: $65

Students: $35

 
Register online now at:  
http://www.ispe-casa.org/content/5th-annual-fall-gala 
 
Or fill out registration form on next page.

Sponsorships

Gold Sponsor
$500

Silver Sponsor  
$250

 

Interested in 
sponsoring?

See Sponsor form on 
Page 13

Speakers:

Bill Bullock
NC Biotechnology Center

“The State of Our 
Industry”

Merck
“FOYA Submission &
Merck Case Study”

Special Thanks to our
Valet Sponsor:

5th Annual Fall Gala
October 27, 2011
Capital City Club
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Featured CaSA Event

ISPE Member #   
Name   
Company   
Address   
City/State/Zip   

Phone/Fax #s   

Email  
Dietary Request   

____        Member:   $90 

____        Non-Member:   $125   

____        Young Professional:     $65 

____        Student:    $35     
 

Total: $________     CHECK      AMEX     VISA     Master Card 

 

Name on Credit Card    Credit Card #    Exp Date 

  

Billing Address __________________________________________________________ 

                           __________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature ____________________________ Date ____________________________ 

Annual Fall Gala 
October 27, 2011 
5:30pm-9:00pm 

Registration Form 

Pay by Check or Credit Card 

Email, fax, or mail this form to: 
ISPE Carolina-South Atlantic Chapter 

1500 Sunday Dr, Ste 102, Raleigh, NC 27607 
Phone: 919-573-5442 / Fax: 919-787-4916 / Email: info@ispecasa.org 

mailto:info@ispecasa.org


 
Sponsor 
 

Name  
 
Company  
 
Address  
 
City State Zip  
 
Phone Fax  
 
Email  

 
 
 
SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE  
 

  $500 Includes 1 Free registration, logo on event flyer, logo on giveaway item, full screen logo and 
name on projection display before and during dinner, name at registration table 

 
  $250   Includes logo on giveaway item, name and logo in sponsor group on projection display before    

and during dinner 
 
  $300 Valet Sponsor 
  Includes logo on giveaway item, name and logo in sponsor group on projection display before 

and during dinner, name at the valet stand 
 
 
   

PAYMENT                Check   AMEX   VISA   MASTER CARD 
 
*Make checks payable to ISPE-CASA 
 
 

Credit card #:    
 
Name on card:    Exp date:    
 
Signature:      

 
FAX or MAIL this form with payment to: 
 

ISPE Carolina-South Atlantic Chapter 
1500 Sunday Drive, Suite 102 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
Fax:  919-787-4916 
Email:  info@ispecasa.org 

 
Questions???    Contact Casey Hinson at info@ispecasa.org or 919-573-5442. 

Annual Fall Gala 
October 27, 2011 

Featured CaSA Event

mailto:info@ispecasa.org
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experience        educationvs

practical job experience is more important 
when deciding career success

18% 

80% 

3

the career for life is vanishing.  
more than half of all employees 

expect to switch careers in the next 

5 years
 main reasons:

27%: NEED FOR HIGHER INCOME

24%: BETTER wORK-LIFE BALANCE

23%: CHANGING PERSONAL INTERESTS

78% 66%

who wants to  
be an executive?

significantly more men 
aim higher than women

72% do. 20% don’t.

74%  
believe it 
will be ok

26%  
have their  
doubts

more people believe they will be able to 
resume their careers after taking a break 
for events such as maternal/paternal leave,  
illness, or an extended holiday

BELIEVE QUALIFICATION AND SKILL 
UPGRADES ARE OVERwHELMINGLy 
IMPORTANT wHEN IT COMES TO 
CAREER PROGRESSION

97%

reasons for not 
wanting the top job

pressure/stress: 25%

work-life balance: 25%

lack of ambition: 17%

other: 9%

lack of skills/education: 20%

best indicators of 

talent
work experience: 61%

job interview: 23%

references: 9%

education: 7%

t h e  e v o lv i n g  w o r k f o r c e :  d r i v e r s  o f  c a r e e r  c h o i c e  a n d  c a r e e r  p r o g r e s s i o n

3

: The Evolving Workforce

(continued next page)

Technical Section
Drivers of Career Choice and Career Progression:
The Evolving Workforce
This survey [the Kelly Global Workforce Index] was completed and compiled by Kelly Services.

Approximately 97,000 people from 30 countires across the Americas, APAC, and EMEA Regions 
responded to a workplace survey developed by Kelly Services. The Kelly Global Workforce 
Index (KGWI) revealed opinions about work and the workplace from a generational viewpoint.

Survey respondents ranged in age from 18 to 65 and 
comprised the following generational groups: 

Generation Y (age 18 – 29), Generation X (age 30 – 
47), and the Baby Boomer generation (age 48 – 65).

The global survey was open to everyone, with no 
restrictions. To that end, respondents were either em-
ployed within a variety of industries, ranging from infor-
mation technology to finance, or were unemployed and 
searching for future work opportunities.

Each respondent revealed their viewpoints on the fol-
lowing four topics:

• Talent Mobility
• Social Media/Networking

• Drivers of Career Choice and Career Progression
• Effective Employers/Employer of Choice

This report highlights responses to questions regard-
ing Career Choice and Career Progression. The question 
focused on:

• The relative importance of job experience and 
formal education in career development

• The importance of skills development
• The likelihood and causes of career change
• The impact of career “breaks”
• The desire to advance to an executive position
• The best indicators of talent among job seekers
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Technical Section

IMPACT OF JOB EXPERIENCE AND FORMAL EDUCATION ON CAREERS
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR CAREER WHAT HAS BEEN MOST IMPORTANT— EXPERIENCE OR 
FORMAL EDUCATION? (BY GENERATION)

According to the Kelly Global Workforce Index, when it comes to the most important elements in a person’s ca-
reer—experience or formal education—the vast majority (80 percent) nominates experience, while 18 percent cite 
formal education and 2 percent are undecided.

Across all generations, job experience is considered the predominant factor in shaping a person’s career. It is most 
apparent among older age groups, with 83 percent of Baby Boomers and 82 percent of Gen X citing it as the most im-
portant factor in career development, higher than Gen Y (76 percent).

(continued next page)

(continued from previous page)
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Technical Section

IMPACT OF JOB EXPERIENCE AND FORMAL EDUCATION ON CAREERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR CAREER, WHAT HAS BEEN MOST IMPORTANT—EXPERIENCE OR 
FORMAL EDUCATION? (BY REGION)

The emphasis on experience as a career decider is more pronounced in APAC, with 84 percent citing it as the pre-
dominant influence on their careers, higher than in both the Americas (81 percent) and EMEA (77 percent).

(continued next page)

(continued from previous page)

02

apac

emea

americas

all countries

impact of job experience and formal 
education on careers

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF yOUR CAREER, 
wHAT HAS BEEN MOST IMPORTANT— 
EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL EDUCATION?
(by region)

The	emphasis	on	experience	as	a	career	decider	is	
more pronounced in APAC, with 84 percent citing 
it as the predominant influence on their careers, 
higher than in both the Americas (81 percent) and 
EMEA (77 percent).

6

: The Evolving Workforce

1%
1%
1%
1%

 Americas

EMEA

APAC

All Countries

OTHER

RECRUITMENT/STAFFING COMPANY

DIRECT APPROACH FROM EMPLOYER

PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

WORD-OF-MOUTH

SOCIAL MEDIA SITE

ONLINE JOB BOARD
26%
33%
25%
24%

22%
22%
20%
27%

7%
5%
7%
7%

17%
14%
20%
15%

17%
20%
17%
14%

10%
5%
11%
12%

experience

formal education

don’t know

80%

84%

77%

81%

18%

15%

20%

17%

2%

1%

3%

2%
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(continued next page)

Technical Section

IMPORTANCE OF UPGRADING QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS 
IN ORDER TO PROGRESS YOUR CAREER, HOW IMPORTANT IS IT THAT YOU UPGRADE YOUR 
QUALIFICATIONS AND/OR SKILLS? (BY GENERATION and REGION)

Well over half of all respondents (61 percent) say it is extremely important that their qualifications and  kills be 
upgraded in order to advance their careers.

The need to upgrade skills is most important to Gen Y, with 64 percent saying it is extremely important for their 
career development. By contrast, 60 percent of Gen X and 55 percent of Baby Boomers describe skills upgrading as 
extremely important.

Across the globe, there is a considerably higher priority on upgrading skills in APAC and the Americas than in EMEA. 
In APAC, 68 percent say that doing so is extremely important, compared with 66 percent in the Americas and 54 per-
cent in EMEA.

(continued from previous page)

03

7

: The Evolving Workforce

importance of upgrading Qualifications 
and skills

IN ORDER TO PROGRESS yOUR CAREER, 
HOw IMPORTANT IS IT THAT yOU UPGRADE 
YOUR	QUALIFICATIONS	AND/OR	SKILLS?	
(by generation and region)

well over half of all respondents (61 percent) say it is 
extremely	important	that	their	qualifications	and	skills	
be upgraded in order to advance their careers.

The need to upgrade skills is most important to Gen 
Y,	with	64	percent	saying	it	is	extremely	important	for	
their career development. By contrast, 60 percent of 
Gen X and 55 percent of Baby Boomers describe skills 
upgrading	as	extremely	important.

Across the globe, there is a considerably higher priority 
on upgrading skills in APAC and the Americas than 
in EMEA. In APAC, 68 percent say that doing so is 
extremely	important,	compared	with	66	percent	in	the	
Americas and 54 percent in EMEA.

29%

36%

22%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Generation Y

All Generations

DON'T KNOW

NO

YES

24%

23%

24%

24%

75%

76%

74%

75%

americas

66%

71%

69%

56%

apac

68%

73%

64%

51%

emea

54%

55%

53%

54%

all countries

61%

64%

60%

55%

generation y

generation x

baby boomers

all generations
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Technical Section

LIKELIHOOD OF CAREER CHANGE 
DO YOU ANTICIPATE HAVING TO CHANGE YOUR CAREER OR FIELD OF WORK WITHIN THE NEXT 
FIVE YEARS?  (BY GENERATION and REGION)

More than half of all respondents (57 percent) say they expect to have to change their career or field of work 
within the next five years.

Fifty-eight percent of both Gen Y and Gen X believe they will have to change their careers, which is higher than 
Baby Boomers (50 percent).

There are some distinct regional differences, with more respondents from APAC (63 percent) anticipating a career 
change than in EMEA (59 percent) or the Americas (48 percent).

Within APAC, Gen Y is feeling the greatest pressure, with two-thirds anticipating a career change within the next 
five years, higher than any group across the survey.

In EMEA, Gen X is the group most impacted, with 61 percent anticipating a career change.
In the Americas, less than half of all respondents are looking to change careers, but the most likely group to do so 

is Gen X.

(continued next page)

(continued from previous page)
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: The Evolving Workforce

likelihood of career change

DO yOU ANTICIPATE HAVING TO CHANGE 
yOUR CAREER OR FIELD OF wORK wITHIN 
THE NEXT FIVE yEARS?
(by generation and region)

More than half of all respondents (57 percent) say they 
expect	to	have	to	change	their	career	or	field	of	work	
within	the	next	five	years.

Fifty-eight percent of both Gen y and Gen X believe 
they will have to change their careers, which is higher 
than Baby Boomers (50 percent).

There are some distinct regional differences, with 
more respondents from APAC (63 percent) anticipating 
a career change than in EMEA (59 percent) or the 
Americas (48 percent).

within APAC, Gen y is feeling the greatest pressure, 
with two-thirds anticipating a career change within the 
next	five	years,	higher	than	any	group	across	the	survey.

In EMEA, Gen X is the group most impacted, with 61 
percent anticipating a career change.

In the Americas, less than half of all respondents are 
looking to change careers, but the most likely group to 
do so is Gen X. 

29%

36%

22%

americas

48%

46%

50%

46%

apac

63%

66%

63%

51%

emea

59%

57%

61%

56%

all countries

57%

58%

58%

50%

generation y

generation x

baby boomers

all generations
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CAUSES OF CAREER CHANGE
WHAT WOULD CAUSE YOU TO CHANGE YOUR CAREER OR FIELD OF WORK? (BY GENERATION)

The main driver of likely career change is need for higher income (27 percent), followed by better worklife balance 
(24 percent), changing personal interests (23 percent), concern that the industry is in decline (14 percent), other issues 
(8 percent), and current management issues (4 percent).

The need for higher income is most pronounced among Gen Y, and to a slightly lesser degree, Gen X. For Baby 
Boomers, income is much less of a concern, and ranks virtually equally with the state of the industry, changing personal 
interests, and improved work-life balance.
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causes of career change

wHAT wOULD CAUSE yOU TO CHANGE 
yOUR CAREER OR FIELD OF wORK?
(by generation)

The main driver of likely career change is need for 
higher income (27 percent), followed by better work-
life balance (24 percent), changing personal interests 
(23 percent), concern that the industry is in decline 
(14 percent), other issues (8 percent), and current 
management issues (4 percent).

The need for higher income is most pronounced among 
Gen y, and to a slightly lesser degree, Gen X.  For Baby 
Boomers, income is much less of a concern, and ranks 
virtually equally with the state of the industry, changing 
personal interests, and improved work-life balance.

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Generation Y

All Generations
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BLOGS
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TWITTER

FACEBOOK

33%
40%
30%
22%

3%
4%
2%
2%

32%
23%
36%
39%

10%
12%
9%
9%

23%
21%
22%
27%

generation y

generation x

baby boomers

all generations
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27%

30%
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20%

better work-life balance
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23%

24%

22%

personal interests changing

23%

26%

22%

20%

concern that industry is in decline

14%

11%

14%

20%

other issues

8%

6%

7%

13%

current management issues

4%

4%

5%

5%
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CAUSES OF CAREER CHANGE
WHAT WOULD CAUSE YOU TO CHANGE YOUR CAREER OR FIELD OF WORK? (BY REGION)

Across the globe, the main reasons for considering a career change differ; in the Americas it’s concern about in-
come, in APAC it’s to improve work-life balance, and in EMEA it’s changing personal interests.

The Americas has a significantly larger share of people concerned that their industries are in decline. 
In APAC, concern about income and the need for improved work-life balance account for more than half of all the 

issues driving career change. APAC also has significantly more individuals worried about organizational management is-
sues than elsewhere around the globe.
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causes of career change

wHAT wOULD CAUSE yOU TO CHANGE 
yOUR CAREER OR FIELD OF wORK?
(by region)

Across the globe, the main reasons for considering a 
career change differ; in the Americas it’s concern about 
income, in APAC it’s to improve work-life balance, and 
in EMEA it’s changing personal interests.

The Americas has a significantly larger share of people 
concerned that their industries are in decline.

In APAC, concern about income and the need for 
improved work-life balance account for more than 
half of all the issues driving career change. APAC 
also has significantly more individuals worried about 
organizational management issues than elsewhere 
around the globe.

apac

emea

americas

all countries

Americas

EMEA

APAC

All countries
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33%
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Baby Boomers

Generation X

Generation Y

All Generations
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need for higher income

27%
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28%

better work-life balance

24%

30%

21%

22%

personal interests changing

23%

17%

28%

20%

concern that industry is in decline

14%

10%

13%

18%

other issues

8%

6%

7%

9%

current management issues

4%

9%

4%

2%
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RESUMING CAREER AFTER A BREAK
IF YOU HAD A BREAK IN YOUR EMPLOYMENT (MATERNAL/PATERNAL LEAVE, ILLNESS, EXTENDED 
HOLIDAY), DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD BE ABLE TO RESUME YOUR CAREER AT THE SAME LEVEL? 
(BY GENERATION AND REGION)

The prospect of taking time out from a person’s career can have far-reaching employment consequences. Approxi-
mately three-quarters (74 percent) believe they would be able to resume their careers at the same level after taking a 
break for such reasons as maternal/paternal leave, illness, or an extended holiday.

Younger workers, notably Gen Y (76 percent) and Gen X (74 percent) are most confident about their ability to re-
sume their careers after a break, but only 67 percent of Baby Boomers believe they could do so.

Respondents in the Americas (77 percent) and APAC (76 percent) are somewhat more confident than those in EMEA 
(71 percent).
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resuming career after a break

IF yOU HAD A BREAK IN yOUR EMPLOyMENT 
(MATERNAL/PATERNAL	LEAVE,	ILLNESS,	
EXTENDED HOLIDAy), DO yOU THINK yOU 
wOULD BE ABLE TO RESUME yOUR CAREER 
AT THE SAME LEVEL? 
(by generation and region)

The prospect of taking time out from a person’s career 
can have far-reaching employment consequences. 
Approximately	three-quarters	(74	percent)	believe	they	
would be able to resume their careers at the same 
level	after	taking	a	break	for	such	reasons	as	maternal/
paternal	leave,	illness,	or	an	extended	holiday.

younger workers, notably Gen y (76 percent) and Gen 
X (74 percent) are most confident about their ability to 
resume their careers after a break, but only 67 percent 
of Baby Boomers believe they could do so.

Respondents in the Americas (77 percent) and APAC 
(76 percent) are somewhat more confident than those in 
EMEA (71 percent).

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Generation Y

All Generations

DON'T KNOW

NO

YES

26%

28%

26%

22%

62%

63%

62%

62%

11%
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11%

16%

29%

36%

22%

americas

77%

86%

78%

67%

apac

76%

75%

79%

72%

emea

71%

72%

70%

67%

all countries
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74%

67%

generation y

generation x
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all generations
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ADVANCING TO AN EXECUTIVE POSITION
DO YOU HAVE ASPIRATIONS TO ADVANCE TO AN EXECUTIVE POSITION? (BY GENERATION AND REGION)

Almost three-quarters of respondents (72 percent) say they aspire to an executive position.
Gen Y is more ambitious than their older colleagues. Some 80 percent of Gen Y aspire to an executive role, signifi-

cantly higher than Gen X (72 percent) and Baby Boomers (54 percent).
Globally, respondents in APAC (84 percent) are significantly more enthusiastic about an executive position than 

those in the Americas (71 percent) and EMEA (67 percent).
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advancing to an executive position

DO yOU HAVE ASPIRATIONS TO ADVANCE 
TO AN EXECUTIVE POSITION?  
(by generation and region)

Almost three-quarters of respondents (72 percent) say 
they	aspire	to	an	executive	position.

Gen y is more ambitious than their older colleagues.  
Some	80	percent	of	Gen	Y	aspire	to	an	executive	role,	
significantly higher than Gen X (72 percent) and Baby 
Boomers (54 percent).

Globally, respondents in APAC (84 percent) are 
significantly	more	enthusiastic	about	an	executive	
position than those in the Americas (71 percent) and 
EMEA (67 percent).

08
Baby Boomers

Generation X

Generation Y

All Generations
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63%
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71%
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90%
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all countries
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54%

generation y

generation x

baby boomers

all generations
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REASONS FOR AVOIDING EXECUTIVE ROLES
IF YOU DO NOT ASPIRE TO AN EXECUTIVE ROLE, WHY NOT? (BY GENERATION)

Lifestyle factors are the main reasons people give as to why they wouldn’t want to take on an executive role.
When asked to rank the reasons, 25 percent of respondents say they don’t want the pressure or stress; a further 25 

percent say it would impact their work-life balance; 20 percent say they don’t have the skills or education; 17 percent 
don’t have the ambition; and 9 percent cite other reasons.

The lifestyle factors (pressure/stress and work-life balance) are more pronounced among Baby Boomers, where 54 
percent cite them for avoiding an executive role. By contrast they are named by 51 percent of Gen X and 45 percent of 
Gen Y.

The issues of pressure and stress are most acute among Baby Boomers, while work-life balance is felt most by Gen 
X.

Concern about inadequate skills or education is most pronounced among Gen Y, as is the view that they lack the 
ambition for an executive role.
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reasons for avoiding executive roles

IF yOU DO NOT ASPIRE TO AN EXECUTIVE 
ROLE, wHy NOT?
(by generation)

Lifestyle factors are the main reasons people give as to 
why	they	wouldn’t	want	to	take	on	an	executive	role.

when asked to rank the reasons, 25 percent of 
respondents say they don’t want the pressure or stress; 
a further 25 percent say it would impact their work-life 
balance; 20 percent say they don’t have the skills or 
education; 17 percent don’t have the ambition; and 9 
percent cite other reasons.

The	lifestyle	factors	(pressure/stress	and	work-life	
balance) are more pronounced among Baby Boomers, 
where	54	percent	cite	them	for	avoiding	an	executive	
role. By contrast they are named by 51 percent of Gen 
X and 45 percent of Gen y.

The issues of pressure and stress are most acute among 
Baby Boomers, while work-life balance is felt most by 
Gen X.

Concern about inadequate skills or education is most 
pronounced among Gen y, as is the view that they lack 
the	ambition	for	an	executive	role.

generation y

generation x

baby boomers

all generations

don’t want the pressure/stress

25%

23%

23%

30%

would impact work-life balance

25%

22%

28%

24%

inadeQuate skills/education

20%

23%

21%

17%

don’t have the ambition

17%

21%

18%

13%

other

9%

8%

8%

12%

no response

2%

2%

2%
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REASONS FOR AVOIDING EXECUTIVE ROLES
IF YOU DO NOT ASPIRE TO AN EXECUTIVE ROLE, WHY NOT? (BY REGION)

Lifestyle issues are the main reasons for shunning executive roles in both APAC and the Americas, but in EMEA the 
main reason is lack of ambition.

In both the Americas and APAC, a total of 64 percent cite pressure/stress and the impact on work-life balance as 
the reasons for avoiding executive positions. By contrast, in EMEA, just 40 percent cite these lifestyle factors.

A total of 27 percent of EMEA respondents say they don’t have the ambition for an executive role, compared with 
just 9 percent in APAC and 5 percent in the Americas.

Also in EMEA, almost one-quarter (24 percent) say they don’t have the education or skills to perform an executive 
function—higher than in both the Americas (18 percent) and APAC (17 percent).

(continued next page)
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reasons for avoiding executive roles

IF yOU DO NOT ASPIRE TO AN EXECUTIVE 
ROLE, wHy NOT? 
(by region)

Lifestyle issues are the main reasons for shunning 
executive	roles	in	both	APAC	and	the	Americas,	but	in	
EMEA the main reason is lack of ambition.

In both the Americas and APAC, a total of 64 percent 
cite	pressure/stress	and	the	impact	on	work-life	
balance	as	the	reasons	for	avoiding	executive	
positions.	By	contrast,	in	EMEA,	just	40	percent	cite	
these lifestyle factors.

A total of 27 percent of EMEA respondents say 
they	don’t	have	the	ambition	for	an	executive	role,	
compared	with	just	9	percent	in	APAC	and	5	percent	
in the Americas.

Also in EMEA, almost one-quarter (24 percent) say 
they don’t have the education or skills to perform an 
executive	function—higher	than	in	both	the	Americas	
(18 percent) and APAC (17 percent).
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other
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(continued next page)

BEST INDICATOR OF TALENT
IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, WHEN LOOKING FOR A JOB, WHAT IS THE BEST INDICATOR OF YOUR 
TALENT TO A PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYER? (BY GENERATION)

The majority of respondents (61 percent) say that when looking for a job, the best indicator of a person’s talent is 
their work experience, followed by their performance in a job interview (23 percent), job references (9 percent), and 
education (7 percent). 

The pattern is generally consistent across all generations, but the relevance of work experience as an indicator of 
talent is greater with older workers. Younger workers place slightly greater emphasis on education.

(continued from previous page)
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best indicator of talent

IN yOUR EXPERIENCE, wHEN 
LOOKING FOR A JOB, wHAT IS THE 
BEST INDICATOR OF yOUR TALENT TO 
A PROSPECTIVE EMPLOyER?  
(by generation)

The	majority	of	respondents	(61	percent)	say	
that	when	looking	for	a	job,	the	best	indicator	
of	a	person’s	talent	is	their	work	experience,	
followed	by	their	performance	in	a	job	interview	
(23	percent),	job	references	(9	percent),	and	
education (7 percent).

The pattern is generally consistent across 
all generations, but the relevance of work 
experience	as	an	indicator	of	talent	is	greater	
with older workers. younger workers place 
slightly greater emphasis on education.

generation y

generation x

baby boomers

all generations
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36%

22%

work experience

61%

52%
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interview

23%
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education
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(continued next page)

BEST INDICATOR OF TALENT
IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, WHEN LOOKING FOR A JOB, WHAT IS THE BEST INDICATOR OF YOUR 
TALENT TO A PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYER? (BY REGION)

Across all regions, work experience is considered the best indicator of talent in the eyes of those seeking work.
There is greater emphasis on work experience as an indicator of talent in APAC (64 percent) and the Americas (63 

percent), than in EMEA (59 percent).
Respondents in EMEA tend to place slightly greater importance on job interviews and references than those in other 

parts of the world.
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best indicator of talent

IN yOUR EXPERIENCE, wHEN LOOKING 
FOR A JOB, wHAT IS THE BEST 
INDICATOR OF yOUR TALENT TO A 
PROSPECTIVE EMPLOyER?
(by region)

Across	all	regions,	work	experience	is	considered	
the best indicator of talent in the eyes of those 
seeking work.

There	is	greater	emphasis	on	work	experience	as	
an indicator of talent in APAC (64 percent) and the 
Americas (63 percent), than in EMEA (59 percent).

Respondents in EMEA tend to place slightly greater 
importance	on	job	interviews	and	references	than	
those in other parts of the world.
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emea

americas

all countries
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Conclusion
Generation Y

The evolution of the modern workforce into a more 
dynamic and flexible entity is being embodied in the atti-
tudes of Gen Y workers who are uniquely adapting to the 
changing world of work and careers.

No less than 58 percent of Gen Y plan to switch ca-
reers within the next five years. The reasons are both to 
boost their income and to align their work with changing 
personal interests.

There is a high degree of confidence in their ability 
to change careers or take a break from work and return 
at a similar level of pay and seniority.

When looking to the future, Gen Y is notably ambi-
tious about moving into executive roles. Some 80 percent 
aspire to senior management positions—a higher rate 
than for both Gen X and Baby Boomers. For those who do 
not foresee an executive role, there are a range of fac-
tors cited: lack of education or skills, impact on worklife 
balance, concerns about pressure and stress, and lack of 
ambition.

When it comes to career progression, all generations 
indicate that experience has been more important than 
education. However, it is interesting to note that for Gen 
Y, education is both more recent and somewhat more 
important.

Like older generations, they share the view that 
experience is the best indicator of talent in a prospective 
employee.

Of all the generations, Gen Y places the highest prior-
ity on developing and enhancing skills, with 64 percent 
saying it is extremely important for their career progres-
sion.

Generation X

As they settle into the mid-term of their careers, Gen 
X is experiencing something of an awakening. In line with 
their younger counterparts, 58 percent of Gen X antici-
pates being required to change their career or field of 
work within five years. For Gen X, it’s not just the need 
for more income, but also a broader range of lifestyle is-
sues that will drive this career shift.

They also predominantly hold a belief that they can 
change their careers and take a break for maternal/pa-
ternal leave, or even for an extended holiday, and return 
to their jobs without significant setback.

Some 72 percent are aiming for executive roles—
slightly less than Gen Y, but greater than Baby Boomers. 
For those Gen X members who don’t want an executive 
position, the main reason cited is the adverse impact on 
work-life balance.

(continued from previous page)
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For Gen X, experience has been a more dominating 
factor over career progression than education, and Gen X 
believes more strongly than Gen Y that job experience is 
the best indicator of talent in a prospective employee.

Baby Boomers

Although they are in the twilight of their careers, a 
significant share of Baby Boomers (50 percent) anticipate 
having to change careers within the next five years.

The difference with Baby Boomers is the reasons 
given—concerns about income are relatively lower, life-
style factors weigh heavily, and there are also concerns 
that their industries are in decline.

Far fewer Baby Boomers aspire to executive posi-
tions, and the reasons predominantly relate to how such 
roles would impinge on lifestyle. Baby Boomers over-
whelmingly believe that their experience—rather than 
education—has shaped their careers, and they have no 
doubt that job experience remains the best guide to tal-
ent in prospective employees.

And even with retirement looming for many Baby 
Boomers, more than half say that ongoing skills develop-
ment is essential to their careers.

Drivers of Career Choice and Career 
Progression Wrap Up

The latest Kelly Global Workforce Index demonstrates 
a degree of instability that characterizes many sectors of 
the global workforce. 

Significant numbers of individuals are actively prepar-
ing for the likelihood that they will be forced—by eco-
nomic circumstances or personal life choices—to change 
their entire career focus within a relatively short time 
frame.

Such a wholesale career shift represents a dramatic 
response to changing demographic, cultural, and struc-
tural changes in the global economy.

The forces that are driving these shifts are having the 
greatest impact on younger Gen Y and Gen X workers, 
and presumably on the emergent Gen Z, which is only 
now entering the workforce.

It’s clear that there are fundamental generational 
differences toward issues such as work, career, and the 
way individual talent is measured and assessed by organi-
zations.

The findings underline the degree of volatility that 
prevails in the global workplace, where structural shifts 
in the world economy and changing generational dynam-
ics are combining to reshape the way that individuals 
view their work and careers.
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Upcoming Events

Details coming soon for the following  
event:

EVENT      

Energy Management Forum: December, 2011

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

Student Events
Resume Workshop:  October 22, 2011 from 10am-
2pm at BTEC on NCSU Campus — Professionals 
needed, contact: ispecasasac@gmail.com
 
Career Day: November 10, 2011 from 10:30am 
-12:45pm at Middle Creek High School in Apex, NC, 

CaSA Chapter Events
Young Professional Leadership Event: October 6, 
2011 at 5:30pm at BTEC on NCSU Campus

5th Annual CaSA Fall Gala: October 27, 2011 at 
5:30 pm at Capital City Club, Raleigh, NC

Annual Toys for Tots Event: December 1, 2011 from 
8:00-10:30 AM at GSK, RTP, NC

Industry Experts and Regulators Present

6-9 November 

GayloRd TExaN  
dallas/FT. WoRTh (GRaPEvINE) 

TExas | Usa

Join us at Annual Meeting to connect and engage with 
industry leaders and contribute to the advancement of 
your industry.
•  30+ education sessions and three training courses 
•  More than 250 exhibitors from around the world
• Networking Opportunities including:
 Activities for Young Professionals and Students
 Community of Practice (COP) Special Events
 3rd Annual Charity 5K Race

2011 Annual Meeting Sponsorship  
and Exhibit Opportunities are Available! 

For details contact Daniel Murphy at dmurphy@ispe.org  
or John Phillips at jphillips@ispe.org.

Register Early and save! 
Early Bird Pricing Ends 10 October
www.ISPE.org/2011AnnualMeeting 

2011 ISPE Annual Meeting:
Preparing Professionals and  
organizations for Rapid Change

Gold 
Sponsor

Platinum
Sponsor

The future is now, and ISPE Members  
are leading the charge! 

Pinnacle Programme Global Sponsor

International ISPE Event
Professional Development Training:  October 6-7, 
2011 in Norwood, MA

Annual ISPE Meeting:  November 6-9, 2011 at Gay-
lord Texan, Grapevine, TX
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ISPE CaSA Chapter  
E-Newsletter Ads 

Newsletter Ads Work for 
 your Business!

 

Got News? 
Send it to:  

omni_tox@yahoo.com
Entries should be brief and be of general interest 

to the readership.  Entries must include a name and 
telephone number for verification purposes.  We re-

serve the right to edit and select entries. 

ISPE Carolina-South Atlantic 
Chapter Newsletter

1500 Sunday Drive, Suite 102 
Raleigh, NC 27607

Tel: 1-919/861-4531 • Fax: 1-919/787-4916
omni_tox@yahoo.com

EDITORIAL POLICY
Articles should be written for technical pro-

fessionals in the pharmaceutical, biotechnol-
ogy, and medical device industries. The author is 
responsible for the accuracy and correctness of 
all statements contained in the manuscript (ISPE 
Carolina-South Atlantic Chapter assumes no liabil-
ity.) Manuscripts should be forwarded to a Member 
of the Communications Committee at omni_tox@
yahoo.com for review 30 days prior to publica-
tion. A brief three to four sentence synopsis of the 
article, as well as a brief biographical statement 
about the author that includes educational back-
ground, title and job affiliation, job responsibilities 
and major areas of accomplishment must accom-
pany the article.

Our Chapter produces four e-newsletters per year, 
and we depend on the support of our advertisers.  
We send out the newsletters via e-mail and via Web 
link to all of our Chapter Members throughout the 
Southeastern U.S.

That means you get targeted access to top-
notch pharma, biotech, and bio-science profes-
sionals and managers.  These newsletters are also 
posted on our Web site so your ad can be accessed 
by interested visitors to our site. 

Best of all, the cost is only $500 for your full 
color, business-card-sized ad for four insertions.  
That’s only $500 for targeted advertising in full 
color for an entire year!

Ask About 
HOT LINKS!!

Would you like to have targeted customers simply 
click on your ad and get right to your Web site?

A hot-link can be added to your ad, connecting 
readers directly to your company Web site for an ad-
ditional $500.00 for a whole year.  

If you are interested in advertising with the 
ISPE CaSA e-newsletter, please contact our chapter 
manager at:

Peter Kralka, Chapter Manager
1500 Sunday Drive
 Suite 102
Raleigh, NC 27607
pkralka@FirstPointResources.com

You will be notified via e-mail or  telephone when 
your advertisement has been accepted by the ISPE 
CaSA  Communications Committee and asked to 
submit your advertisement digitally.    
 
Full-color business card-sized ads (3.5” x 2”) may 
contain your logo or other  artwork.  Artwork should 
be sent directly to  
pkralka@FirstPointResources.com.  
 
We ask that your text be no smaller than 12 pt so 
that the text is easily readable in the electronic 
format.  PDF, JPEG or TIF formats are easiest for us 
to work with.  Space is limited, sign up today!

A word to the ISPE CaSA Newsletter advertisers, 
thank you all for your continued support, without it 
we could not be able to have the wonderful support 
staff to get our ISPE CaSA Members the news in such 
and timely and professional fashion.  If you have up-
dates to your advertisements or find any other error, 
please contact us so that we can serve you better.

mailto:omni_tox@yahoo.com
http://www.ispe-casa.org/index.html

